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This submission is a distillation of the views of the members of the Satellite and
Cable Broadcasters’ Group named in the Annex. While this paper represents a broad
consensus about most issues, individual companies may have expanded on certain
points in their own supplementary submissions.

INTRODUCTION

The SCBG comprises the major satellite and cable broadcasters licensed in the UK,
broadcasting both within the UK and also to continental Europe, and currently
represents more than 100 channels. It acts as a forum for members to discuss issues
of a legislative, regulatory and public affairs nature.  Our members together
broadcast hundreds of thousands of hours of programming each year, employ tens of
thousands of people throughout Europe, and are significant investors in all aspects of
the audio-visual industries, from production through to training. SCBG members have
long been at the cutting edge of innovative new services, continually pushing the
development of the range of new media, interactive, and digital offerings for
consumers.

The SCBG has been an active participant in the consultations held by the UK
government, in particular via their Policy Focus Group, and we fully support the
position outlined in their submission.

THEME 2 : Promotion of cultural diversity (Chapter III)

The overriding interest of the SCBG companies is that Europe continues to maintain
and develop a successful audiovisual industry. A healthy industry is what each
member company depends on for its own success. At a time of unprecedented
technical developments in communications technology, and the attendant
liberalisation of both services and infrastructure, it would be unfortunate in terms of
industry development to require broadcasters to meet increasingly inflexible
European content regulations. Such requirements would stifle the growth of the
European audiovisual industry by, inter alia, preventing the establishment of new
channels and place in danger existing channels, thereby calling into serious question
the ability of European broadcasters and others to contribute to the digital revolution
and the Information Society.

Satellite and cable services should not be viewed in the same context as traditional
public service and terrestrial broadcasters since they enjoy none of the privileges of
those broadcasters, such as limited terrestrial frequencies, gaining universal access,
public subsidies and/or monopoly franchises. It is important to recognise that cable
and satellite channels often provide niche and thematic services aimed at specific
audiences. They are providing a service for which viewers are prepared to pay.
Inflexible quotas could therefore have an adverse effect on content, by requiring
programming that no longer meets the expectations and preferences of consumers,
thereby alienating the viewer.
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As we have stated above, the satellite and cable industry already invests significant
monies into both European and independent production. This is because, as
commercial broadcasters, we are reflecting the views and tastes of our customers.
The market requires us to strike a balance between that in which we already invest
and locally acquired product. We accept that in many territories quotas are deemed
important to ensure that the dominant broadcasters are investing in a wide spread of
content and stimulating domestic industries. However, we firmly believe that a more
stringent application of the quotas as expressed in Articles 4 & 5 would be
commercially damaging to satellite and cable broadcasters who inevitably operate on
tighter budgets and across more territories.

The Directive should, therefore, retain the flexibility in Articles 4 & 5 which allows the
Member State to interpret the text according to the specific circumstances which
obtain in each country. Otherwise we risk jeopardising a major growth industry in
Europe, thwarting the very aims of the Directive itself, the promotion of European
production, a sector which has been increasing since the advent of new cable and
satellite services. Thousands of hours of new productions have been, and continue to
be, created in news, sports, general entertainment programming, documentaries and
other genres. Programming in a multichannel environment should be driven by
consumer demand in a competitive marketplace.

THEME 3 : Television Advertising, Sponsorship, Teleshopping and Self
Promotion (Chapter IV)

General Standards (Article 12) & Protection of Minors (Article 16)

The SCBG believes that regulation of advertising in broadcasting is an essential
element of overall regulation of the sector. However, regulation should be limited to
consumer protection, the requirements set out in Article 12 and those with respect to
the protection of minors.

If broadcasters are unresponsive to viewer needs (e.g. with too much or too frequent
advertising) viewers will turn to other commercial or non-commercial channels or turn
off completely. Advertisers, too, will find a loss of effectiveness beyond a certain
point. It is therefore in broadcasters’ interests to respond closely to viewer needs.

We fully endorse the protections afforded to consumers and minors, while cautioning
against any over-zealous limitations on advertising and creative freedom which would
unnecessarily limit revenues and curtail resources that would be reinvested in
programming.

Insertion of advertising (Article 11)

The rule with respect to natural breaks works very well. Detailed technical rules on
the insertion of advertising, including the 20 minute internal break rule and those
relating to films, are unnecessary.  For pan-European broadcasters, compliance with
such detailed technical rules means significant costs are incurred in re-versioning
programmes, with no added benefit for their viewers.  There should be one
requirement - natural breaks - subject to the overall limits on advertising in the
Directive and this rule should be imposed consistently by each Member State.
The rules as they currently stand can affect, albeit unintentionally, the flow of
individual programmes by not allowing broadcasters to insert breaks where it makes
sense from an editorial perspective and in a way that will keep the viewer throughout
the advertising break.
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This impacts negatively on ratings and therefore on broadcasters’ revenue.  The
effect on ratings and revenue (combined with the re-versioning costs) has a negative
impact on broadcasters’ returns and their ability to invest in quality programming.
Although the technical rules were imposed in the interests of the viewers the reality
may be that ultimately, due to their technical and inflexible nature, they make the
viewers’ experience significantly less appealing and rewarding.

Sales of individual programmes to broadcasters outside the EU may be affected by
the costs incurred by that broadcaster, who is not bound by the same rules, in
reversioning the programme, and in other compensatory changes needed to make
the programme more compelling for viewers, thus maximising ratings. The aim of the
Directive is to encourage the development of the production industry in the EU and
these rules inhibit that development by making European programmes less attractive
and valuable to broadcasters outside the EU.

Duration (Article 18)

The SCBG considers that the current rules on the duration of advertising and
sponsorship should be retained at present levels - i.e. 15 per cent each day and 20
per cent each hour.  Advertising and sponsorship is an important source of revenue
for pan-European broadcasters, even those who traditionally had a subscription
revenue model, and as such, certainty with respect to the availability of airtime must
be maintained.

THEME 5 : Application (Chapter II)

The SCBG believes that the current rules as enshrined in Article 2 of the Directive
are sufficiently robust in using place of establishment as the key criteria for
determining responsibility for jurisdiction. The country of origin principle is
fundamental to the Directive and has been an important, indeed essential,
determining factor in the growth of pan-European services and must be maintained
with derogations limited to those currently specifically stated  – e.g. protection of
minors.

The SCBG supports the exclusion of new services from the scope of application of
the Directive, believing it is still premature to attempt to impose regulations on a
sector which has not yet been fully developed.

The SCBG further believes that regulation of the audiovisual industry must not
impose unnecessary, unjustified or artificial restrictions on the rapidly developing
market in cable and satellite. Under the Directive, and the country of origin principle
which determines the Member State jurisdiction, the market has benefited from a
facilitating regulatory framework, as evidenced by the ever increasing number of
services available across the European Union.

With the advent of new services ranging from near video on demand and pay per
view services through video on demand to fully interactive services, a flexible
approach is absolutely essential to the continued development of Europe’s worldwide
leadership in this area.
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ANNEX : SCBG Respondents

British Sky Broadcasting

The Chinese Channel

CNBC Europe

Discovery Networks Europe

Disney Channel UK

Flextech Television/Telewest Communications

Landmark Travel Channel

MTV Networks Europe

Music Choice

National Geographic Channel

Nickelodeon UK

Paramount Comedy Channel

QVC International

Turner Broadcasting System Europe

Universal Studios Networks UK Limited
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